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Accenture Innovation
Centers for Mobility
Video Transcript

With critical experience in mobile
solutions in industry after industry:
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We can help create opportunities
that increase productivity, enhance
collaboration and drive more
transactions.

Mobility, part of Accenture Digital,
can help you grow your business in
entirely new ways.
We’re helping our clients leverage
mobility not only to connect with
customers but also employees,
businesses and machines on webenabled devices of every kind.

Automotive
Banking
Chemicals
Communications

Consumer goods
Electronics and High Tech
Energy
Health
Hospitality
Insurance
Life Sciences
Media and Entertainment
Natural Resources
Public Service
Retail
Utilities

Our Accenture Innovation Centers
for Mobility enable companies to
experience the power of mobility
firsthand and learn about the latest
mobility trends and innovations.
Explore mobile technologies in an
engaging and interactive way.
Collaborate with Accenture experts
on how your business can embrace
mobility to deliver measurable and
sustainable results.
Drawing from the full breadth of our
latest assets, client experiences and
research, the centers offer exciting
and thought provoking workshop

topics and live demonstrations of
what some of our clients had to say
mobility concepts, technical solutions about their experience:
and business solutions by industry
such as:
“Great broadening session to bring
together critical minds.”
• Connected Vehicle
• Mobile Wallet, Payments and
“The workshop and activates were
Loyalty
well-planned and drove everyone to
• Sales and Field Force
the end goal. Before everyone
Enablement
within the company was working in
• Connected Home
their own silos but now we are all
• Mobility Strategy Accelerators
moving in the same direction.”
• Application Development and
Testing Tools
“It is always a good sign that a
• Mobile Security – and more
workshop is going well when I
looked at my watch and wished we
The Accenture Innovation Centers
had MORE time.”
for Mobility hosted over 350 visits
last year with clients from all
With convenient locations around
geographies and industries. Hear
the world from Beijing to Barcelona,
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Sydney to San Jose, Helsinki to
Bangalore, and more. Our
innovation centers are open and
ready for your visit.
At Accenture, our Mobility services
are based on deep industry insights
and technical expertise that helps
our clients achieve growth,
efficiency and manage a successful
transformation as they adopt the
tools of a digital business.
That’s high performance, delivered.
Contact us to learn more and to
unleash the power of mobility to
transform your business. Visit
www.accenture.com/mobility

